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F L O R I S
Fabric & Wallcoverings

A collection that explores the cultural exchanges and 
influences between the Orient and the Occident, 
Floris takes a considered approach toward nature 

with three hand-painted botanical designs that are 
woven or printed on luxe silk effect cloths. Gentle 
Japanese blossoms and a stylistic pear leaf motif, 

inspired by fauna found in the gardens of Chatsworth 
House are complemented by sleek geometrics and 

two bold cut and uncut velvets creating an intriguing 
combination of traditional and contemporary styles.

Woven and printed designs are presented in 
a refined metallic palette, with the occasional 

use of bold, vivid shades to create an altogether 
original expression of colour and pattern.

The Floris wallcovering collection expresses the 
versatility of these designs, using a sophisticated 
and refined colour palette, that features hints of 

shimmering metallics while subtle embosses provide 
dimension and texture to luxurious vinyls.

Floris will launch at Focus during the September 
2017 London Design Festival at the Design Centre 
Chelsea Harbour in the Romo showroom, and will 
be available globally through an extensive network 
of selected interior designers and retail outlets.



“The wonders of nature are a continual source 
of inspiration for Romo. Floris is an original 
collection that sees the cultural exchange 
between the Orient & the Occident expressed 
through botanical designs and interestingly 
described using a variety of techniques.”  
Emily Mould, Design Director

10 Designs

Decorative Weaves & Prints

F L O R I S



Floris
Printed Silk Blend

This hand painted design showcases blossoming branches which 
are evocative of a Japanese garden. The design is digitally printed 

to capture the intricate details of the artwork.

4 colours  
15% SE, 85% VI 

Suitable for drapes and accessories

7807/027807/01 7807/03 7807/04



Tiami
Jacquard Weave 

Perfect for drapes and accessories, a textural backdrop gives this 
stunning blossom design a contemporary feel.

3 colours  
91% VI, 9% PL  

Suitable for drapes and accessories

7805/027805/01 7805/03



Sefina Jacquard 
Jacquard Weave

With a Japanese inspired feel, Sefina Jacquared depicts an elegant 
trailing leaf design, while metallic effect yarns and tonal shades 

gives it a contemporary look.

5 colours  
91% VI, 9% PL 

Suitable for drapes and accessories

7806/027806/01 7806/03 7806/04 7806/05



Clio
Jacquard Weave

Otis
Épinglé Velvet

Through metallic effect yarns combined with soft chenille, 
this all over spot design has a delicate subtle shimmer.

5 colours  
62% VI, 33% CO, 5% PL  
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories

Depicting a modern animal print, Otis is a woven cut and 
uncut velvet presented in a palette full of bursts of colours.

6 colours  
78% VI, 22% MA 
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories

7801/01

7801/04

7802/02 7802/04

7802/05 7802/06

7801/05

7801/02



Benito
Épinglé Velvet

A refreshing take on a stripe, Benito features colourful broken 
stripes of cut and uncut velvet, and is full of trend setting shades.

6 colours  
78% VI, 22% MA 

Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories

7803/027803/01 7803/04 7803/05 7803/06



Auden
Jacquard Weave

Mitzi
Jacquard Weave 

A geometric diamond is given extra character through a 
stepped edge which creates a three dimensional appearance.  

6 colours  
56% VI, 28% LI, 16%PA 
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories

Presented in a neutral colour palette Mitizi  
features a sophisticated, irregular chevron design.

4 colours  
50% NY, 32% CO, 18% PC  
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories

7804/01

7808/01

7804/03

7808/03

7804/02

7808/02

7804/05

7808/04



Lazlo
Jacquard Weave

Kenza
Decorative Weave

This organic cross-hatch design has a stunning 
textural appearance created through a 
combination of weave and colour. 

4 colours  
56% PL, 34% CO, 10% PC 
Suitable for drapes and accessories

Combing indulgent chenille with a metallic effect  
yarn, gives this delicate leaf design an organic look.

5 colours  
62% Viscose, 33% Cotton, 5% Polyester 
Suitable for upholstery, drapes and accessories

7809/01 7809/02

7809/047809/03

7810/01

7810/03

7810/02

7810/05



10 Designs

Wallcoverings

F L O R I S



Floris Wallcovering
Non-woven Wallcovering

Sefina Wallcovering
Non-woven Wallcovering

A delicate pearlescent finish adds a soft iridescence 
and luxurious quality to this Japanese inspired design, 
digitally printed on a delicate textured ground, giving 
the appearance of hand-made paper.  

4 colours

A Japanese inspired look is created through a 
distressed metallic print, which gives a finely 
woven appearance to this subtle botanical design. 

6 colours

W411/01

W407/01

W411/03

W407/05

W411/02

W407/04

W407/06



Mikado Wallcovering
Non-woven Wallcovering

Presented on a non-woven wallcovering in a beautiful 
palette of neutral and soft tones with metallic hints, the 

iconic Mikado design is given a fresh update.

7 colours

W406/03W406/02 W406/04 W406/05 W406/06



Danton Wallcovering
Non-woven Wallcovering

Tiami Wallcovering
Non-woven Wallcovering

Offered in a palette of liveable tones, Danton 
features a stepped diamond geometric design. 

4 colours 

A montage of beautiful blossoms which have 
a fluid movement of design and colour are 
giving a glamourous look through metallic 
and pearlescent grounds.

4 colours 

W413/01

W414/01

W413/03

W414/03

W413/02

W414/02

W413/04

W414/04



Mitzi Wallcovering 
Non-woven Wallcovering

Presented in a refined palette, Mitzi features 
a understated chevron design which gently 
catches the light. 

6 colours 

W412/02

W412/05

W412/03

W412/06

Nika Wallcovering 
Embossed Vinyl Wallcovering

A subtle metallic print reveals a contemporary 
geometric design printed on luxurious vinyl, with 
an alluring tactile finish.

6 colours

W409/01

W409/05

W409/04

W409/06



Striato Wallcovering
Embossed Vinyl Wallcovering

Shimmering metallics create a distressed 
strie design with a subtle vertical emboss 
for an irresistible tactile finish. 

6 colours

W408/01

W408/05 W408/06

W408/04

Edie Wallcovering
Embossed Vinyl Wallcovering

In a distinguished palette and a metallic 
shimmer, Eddie a vinyl wallcovering has 
the appearance of a textural weave.

8 colours

W410/01

W410/06

W410/05

W410/08



ABOUT ROMO

The founding brand of The Romo Group, 
Romo is renowned for its assorted library 
of classic and contemporary designs and 
versatile plains, offering a diverse style 
and timeless elegance enriched with a 

sophisticated colour palette.

Romo is part of The Romo Group and 
the range is available worldwide through 
an extensive network of selected interior 

designers and retail outlets.

UK & International

James Eden - james.eden@romo.com 
Iain Niven - iain.niven@romo.com 

0207 352 7801

USA

Tamar Mashigian 
tamar@cdecor.com 

310-276-5001

France, Italy, Spain,  
Belgium,Portugal, Poland  

and Czech Republic

Beatrice Bonzi 
beatrice.bonzi@romo.com 

+44 (0)1623 727000

Germany, Switzerland and Austria

Julia Schaefer 
julia.schaefer@romo.de 

+49 89 89666 160


